Force Request Information

*ECEN advisors cannot process force requests or overrides for non-ECEN courses.*

**ECEN courses**

- ECEN doesn’t typically accept force requests for ECEN courses. Cases will be evaluated on an individual basis.
- For ECEN prerequisite requests, send an email to ecenprereq@tamu.edu. Email must include student name, UIN, major, ECEN course request, semester requested, prerequisite course taken, grade earned, and institution where prerequisite course was completed. If the course is in progress or not on your transcript, provide proof—for example a screenshot of your registration page at the other institution.

**MATH courses** - [https://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/forces.html](https://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/forces.html)

- Online force request form will be available to all continuing students approximately one week before each semester begins.
- Completing a force request form does not guarantee enrollment into the course. The MATH Department strongly encourages all students to continue to watch Howdy for seats to open during the add/drop period.
- Prerequisite requirements are enforced. Mathematics cannot set prerequisite overrides until students can show successful completion of the required prerequisite course(s). For additional information pertaining to prerequisite overrides, visit [https://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/prereqs/](https://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/prereqs/).

**CSCE courses** - [https://engineering.tamu.edu/cse/academics/undergraduate-program/force-request](https://engineering.tamu.edu/cse/academics/undergraduate-program/force-request)

- Force request evaluation will start when CSCE reaches open evaluation, but the majority will not be able to be handled until the semester’s grades are submitted. Force requests can take until add/drop week to resolve in some cases.

**ENGR 482 and ANTH 370 courses** - [https://engineering.tamu.edu/easa/areas/academics/engineering-ethics-force](https://engineering.tamu.edu/easa/areas/academics/engineering-ethics-force)

- Force requests typically limited to graduating seniors.
- Students seeking to register for ENGR 482 also should check for seats in PHIL 482, since the two courses are cross-listed and provide the same credit.

**ENGLISH - ENGL 104 & 210**

- The ENGL Department will not be accepting force requests for ENGL 104 or ENGL 210. They also will not waive the U1/U2 restriction for ENGL 104.

**PHYS – PHYS 218 AND PHYS 208**

- Physics will not be accepting force requests for PHYS 218 or PHYS 208.

**CHEM – CHEM 107/117**

- CHEM 107/117 are co-requisites, which means that both have to be registered for at the same time. Registration also requires the Lab Safety Acknowledgement.